“European Volunteering at
Essertfallon’s Farm”
2017-2018
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2. Accommodation
3. Description of activities
4. What to bring
5. How to apply – selection process

1. General Information
1.1 TIMELINE
The voluntary service starts: 1st September 2017
And finishes on the: 31 August 2018
The compulsory training for all the new EVS volunteers organised
by the Swiss National Agency “Movetia” will take place from the 23
to the 26 of September 2017 so it is important to come before that
time.
1.2 VENUE
Les Fermes Communautaires Libres : Essertfallon & “La Maison
en Paille”
Essertfallon is a beautiful farm situated on the hills facing the river Doubs in
the Swiss canton of the Jura. It's one of the last wild zones of Switzerland
where the Lynx still finds space to live in.
Essertfallon’s farm house was transformed according to sustainable building
practices. Loulou and Joas, the farmers of Essertfallon, run 19 hectares in
which there are forests and pastures for cows and goats. In Essertfallon’s farm
lives a small “collective” composed by one family and many volunteers. The
collective manages two organic vegetable gardens and an orchard with
ancient fruit trees.
Jacques Froidevaux one of the founders of the “Fondation des fermes
communautaires libres" has built a straw bale house with the help of many
volunteers in the last 18 years experiencing different types of natural building
with local materials in a “learning by doing” approach.
The straw bale house “La Maison en Paille” wants to become a center for
seminars and workshops on healthy lifestyle in general.
To see some pictures and information (in French) look at:
https://lamaisonenpaille.wordpress.com
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1.3 WHY AN EVS IN ESSERTFALLON?
The objectives of the foundation for the EVS volunteers are to really give an
alternative and concrete way of non-formal learning through its many and
diverse activities (ecological building, permaculture design, natural
gardening, sour-dough organic bakery, communitarian lifestyle), to all those
young people that don't especially succeed in the normal school curricula but
that are still curious for learning and finding their own vocation in life.
The issues we are seeking to address is environmental and climate change
because eco-places like Essertfallon and Froidevaux, the farms of the
foundation, are centers that convey the possibility of experimenting and
concretely live out ecological alternatives to modern society.
1.4 WHO CAN PARTICIPATE TO THE EVS PROJECT:
“European Volunteering at Essertfallon’s Farm”
The organiser of “European Volunteering at Essertfallon’s Farm” KA1
Erasmus+ European Voluntary Service project organised by the “Fondation
des fermes communautaires libres” together with the “Collectif d’Essertfallon”
from the Jura Canton in Switzerland. The volunteers may have any
nationality but are resident in one of these countries: Bulgaria, Portugal,
Hungary or Slovenia. The age limit is between 18 and 30 years old. There are
only 2 places available for this project so all applicants will have to go through
a little selection process better described at point 6 of this info sheet.
We are especially looking for volunteers that like to take initiative
and are able to work both in team and independently. We will also
ask our volunteers to agree to some basic community rules like for
example being on time and taking responsibility for the common
spaces. For this volunteers will receive a charter that they will
need to sign before coming and living here.
VERY IMPORTANT: In the google Drive folder
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9m3xKnORs8RamZ2bks3eH
FxSHM
read carefully our “Collectif charter ”, the “Kids Charter” and our
“Vision” statement. Once you are selected as a volunteer for our
yearly program you will be asked to accept and undersign both
kids and collective charter.

1.5 CONTACT DETAILS
- Cecilia’s cell phone: 0041 76 284 11 83
- The very best is to always contact us via mail:
collectifessertfallon@gmail.com

2. Accommodation
Essertfallon is a very beautiful ancient farm at 800 metres over sea level
facing the river Doubs, which in the inside has been almost entirely
redecorated with natural materials. Big clay ovens warm the whole house
where we can also cook and heat the water in winter. Big solar panels heat the
water in summer and produce electricity as well.
We have several rooms where the volunteers can find their cozy place to live.
Toilets and showers are close by. The communitarian kitchen is always open
and accessible and the meals are always organised to be ready at 12h30.
Volunteers will have their own single room or share it with maximum one
more volunteer of the same sex. We will provide the necessary bedding
equipment so that volunteers survive the long Jura winters in a comfortable
way. J
⇒ We ask you to bring your sleeping bag in case you want to profit to
sleeping outdoors or in the tepees during the summer time…
There is a washing machine and it’s at your disposal.
In the evening meals are self-organised by the volunteers and in any case the
food is at their disposal.
From Essertfallon it is easy to reach St. Ursanne, Soubey or Delemont with
public transports (and from there to reach France, Basel, Bienne, Bern or
other cities in Switzerland)
The official language is French. People in Essertfallon speak several language
so communication will not be an issue. A French course will be provided in
the first three months of your stay.
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3. Description of Activities
The activities in Essertfallon’s farm are very much depending on the seasons
and “works in progress”. For example in autumn we harvest and make
fermentation and jams, in winter we do work indoor around ecological
building in the “Maison en Paille” and in the house or internet promotion
(remaking the website and creating newsletter)… while in spring/ summer
time we cut wood, care for the garden, build the tepees, help organising
different events, attend markets…
Here are some examples of what you will be occupied with during your stay:
- Working on and caring for the ecological building site of “La Maison en
Paille”
- Computer work: designing websites, flyers and newsletter to promote
the activities in the “Maison en Paille” and Essertfallon
- Supporting the organisation of different kinds of events: youth
exchanges with Cecilia, regional food markets, healing retreats and
workshops with Jaques..
- Taking care of the “short term” volunteers coming through Work-away
and Woofing
- Maintenance of the farm house through ecological reparations and care
- During spring time and summer time, working and caring for the
garden and the greenhouse and during autumn time harvesting and
making fermentations and jams
- Taking care of the communitarian space and of the children.
We also have regular meetings, every Monday for two hours for organising
the work in Essertfallon and solving the tensions. We call these “horizontal
meetings” where the volunteers take part to the decision making of the
community. We also organise Talking stick circles from time to time where
to express ones feelings and needs.
VERY IMPORTANT : The work will be organised depending on the
seasons and on the “needs” of the projects running so we ask you
to have the willingness, the readiness and the flexibility to be able
to change work as the project and needs change! We ask also to the
volunteers to have self-organisation capacities in order to initiate
and follow up also own project.

4. What To Bring
ü Even if you will have a room with a blanket and everything, please bring
your SLEEPING BAG so you will be equipped to outdoor sleeping from
time to time.
ü note book and pen
ü warm clothes (in this region of the world winters are beautiful but quite
long!)
ü clothes for getting dirty
ü good warm waterproof and walking shoes
ü warm waterproof jacket & warm rain clothes!
ü toiletries: please bring eco-friendly, 100% bio-degradable and
not tested on animal soaps and shampoos!
ü musical instruments
ü camera’s with cable to share pictures
ü bring any material you need in order to implement the activities you
want to share during your time here some games, dances, songs and
stories to share…
ü your curiosity and lot of humour!

5. How to apply – selection process
To apply for being a volunteer in Essertfallon we ask you to fill in this
questionnaire by the 25th of June:
https://goo.gl/forms/8Axsbk77QApzxUBe2
We will let you know the results of the pre-selection by the 15th of July !
If you are pre-selected we will contact you for making Skype rendez-vous to
really check you have understood what the project is about!
Once you are selected you will have to sign different papers like:
-

The EVS registration form
The EVS contract together with your sending organisation
The Collective’s Charter
The Kids Charter

But don’t worry we will send you all the necessary stuff!
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Don’t hesitate to contact us for any question!
Until then best wishes and
Looking forward to meeting you,
Cecilia & “Le collectif d’Essertfallon”

